Are you listening to your customer feedback?

A Handy Guide to
Net Promoter Score

Net Promoter Score: The Basics

Stop treating your feedback as another administration process and start treating it as
a vital business opportunity.
Yes, feedback can be scary. Yes, feedback can be hard to get.
Yes, feedback can be difficult to manage and do something with.
However when you look at really successful businesses (Apple, American Express,
Phillips) you find they use Net Promoter Score to measure and manage their
business. You can do the same.
The Net Promoter Score (NPS) captures two key behaviours:
1. The value of the customer – a Promoter, typically buys more from you; a
detractor buys less.
2. The potential value through referral – a Promoter will typically say good
things about your business and your products and recommend you; a detractor
makes negative comments and reduces the likelihood of others buying.
Measure your NPS, increase promoters, reduce detractors and grow your business.
At the core of the NPS approach is a principle that exists behind all genuine customer
experience models - treat customers as you would want to be treated.
You can dig deeper into the research and practical application of NPS by studying two
great resources about NPS:
1. The Ultimate Question 2.0: How Net Promoter Companies
Thrive In A Customer Driven World - Fred Reichheld.
2. Answering the Ultimate Question: How Net Promoter Can
Transform Your Business - Richard Owen & Laura L. Brooks

Capturing your Net Promoter Score

Together with your customer facing staff, work out the best way to ask
your customers the NPS question. Here's the question all the NPS
research suggests you ask:

On a scale of 1 to 10, how likely are you to recommend our
company to a friend or colleague?

In terms of collecting your numbers, the best way really varies between
businesses, you could telephone customers, email, take a score from
your website or even in ask person. You must work out the way that best
suits your company.

Working out your score!

As you take action in response to your NPS results you'll want to see
your NPS improve. So it makes sense to work out and track your NPS
every week or every month. This requires you to set up a system that
delivers accurate timely NPS scores for you and your staff to respond to
and act on. You can do this with ease using the platform set up by
Leisure-net Solutions.
Your Score
Your NPS is the percentage of promoters (scoring 9 & 10) minus the
percentage of detractors (scoring 0 - 6). The passives (scoring 7 &
8) are ignored for the sake of measuring NPS.
E.g. Lets say you have 100 NPS scores from 100 customers. 60
score you a 9 or 10 (promoters), 15 score you a 7 or 8 (passives)
and 25 score you at 1 - 6 (detractors).
Here is your NPS: 60 - 25 = 35. This makes your NPS 35, you
ignore the 15 neutrals.

NPS is worked out in percentages, which means you can always compare
your current results with the results you get in 3, 6 or 12 months time.

Moving forward with your score

Just measuring NPS is of little value. To be genuinely valuable,
customer feedback must drive behaviour in your business.
There is a value to sharing promoter results, customers can see how
many other people love the company and so can potential
customers! In terms of dealing with a detractor, these can be contacted
for more information or deeper issues can be seen in the 'investigative
question; posed after a score has been given. Below are some examples
of template questions sent out after scoring. Our platform asks the
following when a customer has scored...

Detractor

Passive

Promoter

NPS with Leisure-net
Leisure-net are one of only a few research consultancies in the UK
to be approved partners for delivering NPS and have already established
sector standards for leisure, health and fitness. Research carried out to
date suggests that the sector’s average NPS is 34, with a Promoter
score of 54% and a Detractor score of 20%. We are now introducing it to
all on their clients, using it to replace or complement longer more
complicated traditional satisfaction surveys, and delivering it on line via
email based surveys.
Leisure-net now host our NPS Closed Loop service on our online
Customer Insight Platform, along with all our other Insight services. This
platform gives senior managers responsibility for addressing problems
raised by Detractors on an individual basis, for example by making
Centre Managers responsible for replying to all those scoring 0 to 6, and
then measuring their performance by what percentage of Detractors they
can turn into Promoters through service recovery. Leisure-net have created
an online training resource to assist your staff in understanding NPS.
Search in YouTube "Leisure Net - Net Promoter Score Training"

If you would like to know any more information or to discuss NPS
with us at Leisure-net please contact us at info@leisure-net.org or
call us on 01603 814233.

